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A subset S of an abelian group G is said to be sum-free if whenever a, b E S, then 
a + b+! S. A maximal sum-free (msf) set S in G is a sum-free set which is not 
properly contained in another sum-free subset of G. We consider only the case 
where G is the vector space V(n) of dimension n over GF(2). We are concerned with 
the problem of determining all msf sets in V(n). It is well known that if S is a msf 
set then ISI <2”-‘. We prove that there are no msf sets S in k’(n) with 
5 x 2”-4 < ISI ~2”~‘. (This bound is sharp at both ends.) Further, we construct 
msf sets S in V(n), na4, with IS]=2”-“+2’+‘-3x2’ for O<l<n-4 and 
2 us $ [(n - r)/2]. These methods suffice to construct msf sets of all possible 
cardinahties for n < 6. We also present some of the results of our computer searches 
for msf sets in V(n). Up to equivalence we found all msf-sets for nC6. For n 16 
our searches used random sampling and, in this case, we find many more msf sets 
than our present methods of construction can account for. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A subset S of an abelian group G is said to be sum-free if whenever 
a, b E S, then a + b $ S. The idea of a sum-free set goes back to Schur [S]. 
Sum-free sets have been used in Ramsey theory to produce lower bounds 
on Ramsey numbers. A comprehensive survey was given by A. P. Street 
[9], Sum-free sets also occur in geometry as blocking sets (see, e.g., [3]) 
and in coding theory as the set of columns of a parity check matrix for a 
linear code with minimum distance at least four [7]. In this paper we 
confine ourselves to the case where G is an n-dimensional vector space 
V(n) = V(n, 2) over GF(2). A sum-free set in k’(n) may be interpreted as a 
cap (no three points collinear) in the projective space PG(n - 1,2) (see, 
e.g., C4, 51). 
A maximal sum-free (msf) set S in V(n) is a sum-free set which is not 
properly contained in another sum-free subset of V(n). The (unattained) 
goal of this paper is to determine all msf sets in V(n). H. P. Yap [IO] 
proved that if G is a linite abelian group of even order then sum-free sub- 
sets of G of maximum cardinality are cosets of subgroups of index 2 in G. 
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This implies that if S is a msf set in V(n), then ISI < 2”-I, and equality 
holds if and only if S = W+ x, where W is an (n - 1 )-dimensional subspace 
of V(n) and x $ W. If S is any subset of a coset U + x, x $ U, where U is 
any subspace of V(n), then clearly S is sum-free. We call such a subset a 
trivial sum-free set in V(n). In Section 2 we apply a theorem of Clark, 
Dunning, and Rogers [2] to prove that if S is a sum-free set in I’(n) with 
(S\ > 5 x 2”-4 then S is trivial. It follows that there are no msf sets S in 
V(n) with 5~2”~~<(S(<2”-‘. 
We note that a non-trivial sum-free set in I’(n) coincides with 
Beutelspacher’s notion of a l-blocking set in PG(n - 1,2) (see [ 1,3]). 
There is also a coding theory interpretation of msf sets: Let H be a parity 
check matrix for a binary [n, n-r, d] code C and let S be the set of 
colums of H. Then S is a msf set in V(r) if and only if d >, 4 and the 
covering radius of C is 2. However, to our knowledge these codes have not 
been studied. 
In Section 3 we show how to construct msf sets S in V(n), n > 4, with 
ISI=2”-“+2”+‘-3x2’ for O<tbn-4,2<sd [(n-t)/2]. 
These methods suffice to construct msf sets of all possible cardinaiities for 
n < 6. For the case n = 6, the possible cardinalities, namely, 13, 17, 18, 20, 
and 32, were found previously by Kettoola and Roberts [6] by exhaustive 
computer search. 
Finally, in Section 4 we present some of the results of our computer 
searches for msf sets in I’(n). We say that two msf sets in V(n) are 
equivalent if one is carried into the other by an automorphism of the vector 
space V(n). We made an exhaustive search for equivalence classes of msf 
sets for n < 5. In this range there is only one equivalence class for each 
possible cardinality. When n = 6 we discovered several equivalence classes 
for msf sets of cardinality 17. For n > 6 our searches used random 
sampling. In these cases we used both greedy and stingy algorithms to 
search for large and small msf sets. We find many more msf sets than our 
present methods of construction can account for. 
2. TRIVIAL SUM-FREE SETS IN V(n) 
We take V(n) to be the vector space of n-tuples over GF(2). By the 
weight wt(x) of a vector x we mean the number of coordinates equal to 1. 
We say that a vector is odd if it has odd weight and even if it has even 
weight. Note that the set of even vectors in V(n) is an (n - 1)-dimensional 
subspace whose only non-trivial coset is the set of odd vectors. Thus a 
sum-free set is trivial in the sense of Section 1 if and only if it is equivalent 
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to a sum-free set which contains only odd vectors. If a sum-free set S 
is sufficiently large then it must be trivial. More precisely we prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Zf n < 3, then every sum:free set in V(n) is trivial. Zf n 2 4 
and S is a sum-free set in V(n) such that ISI > 5 x 2”-4 then S is trivial. 
Proof. The cases n < 3 are easy to check. Suppose n 2 4 and S is a sum- 
free set with ISI > 5 x 2”-4. Let S’ be any msf set containing S. Since S’ is 
a msf set it must span V(n); otherwise we could make it larger by adjoining 
any element not in the span of S’. Thus S’ contains a basis for V(n) and 
there is an automorphism which maps this basis to the standard basis. 
Hence we may assume that S’ contains the standard basis. Let H denote 
an n x m matrix with m = IS’/, whose columns are the vectors of S’ in any 
fixed order. Then since S’ is sum-free, the columns of H are distinct, non- 
zero, and no three are linearly dependent. Hence the linear code for which 
H is a parity check matrix has minimum distance at least 4, redundancy n, 
and length m > 5 x 2”-4. It follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 of 
[2] that all columns of H are odd. This proves that S’ and therefore S is 
trivial. 
COROLLARY 1. There are no msf sets S in V(n) with 5 x 2”-4< 
pI<2"-'. 
In the next section we show that there are msf sets of cardinality 5 x 2”-4 
in V(n) if n 2 4. A msf set of cardinality less than 2”- ’ cannot be trivial, 
since a trivial sum-free set lies in the complement of an (n - 1)-dimensional 
subspace which is a msf set of cardinality 2”-‘. So Theorem 1 cannot be 
improved. 
3. SOME TECHNIQUES FOR CONSTRUCTWG MSF SETS 
By S + S we mean the set of all sums a + b, where a and b are elements 
of S. Thus a subset S of V(n) is sum-free if and only if Sn (S + S)= 0. 
The following lemma gives a simple and easily verified criterion for a subset 
S to be a msf set in V(n). Its proof is elementary as are the proofs of the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. A subset S of V(n) is a maximal sum-free set if and only if 
V(n)=Su(S+S) andSn(S+S)=@. 
LEMMA 2. Let S be sum-free in V(n) and T be any subset of V(m). Then 
the set S x T is a sum-free subset of V(n) x V(m) = V(n + m). 
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LEMMA 3. Let S be a maximal sum-free subset of V(n). Then the set 
S x V(m) is a maximal sum-free subset of V(n) x V(m) = V(n + m). 
COROLLARY 2. rf there is a maximal sum-free subset of V(n) of 
cardinality k and m is any positive integer, then there is a maximal sum-free 
subset of V(n + m) of cardinality k x 2”. 
COROLLARY 3. For n 2 4 there are maximal sum-free sets in V(n) of 
cardinality 5 x 2”-4. 
Proof Let S={v1,v2,v~,v4,v1+v2+v3+v4} where v,, v2, v3, v4 are 
linearly independent vectors in V(4). Clearly S is a msf set in V(4) of 
cardinality 5, so by Lemma 3 the set S x V(n - 4) is a msf subset of V(n) 
of the desired cardinality. 
The 2”-” + 2” - 3 Construction. Let m and k be positive integers with 
m > k. Decompose V(k + m) as V(k) x V(m) and let e,, e2, . . . . e, be the 
standard basis for V(m). A typical element v of V(k + m) = V(k) x V(m) 
will be written as v = (y, z). Define five subsets of V(k + m) as follows: 
A = { (0, x) 1 x is odd and x # e, >, 
B= {(Y,O) I WY)= l}, 
C= {(Y, el) I wt(y) = 11, 
D= ((y,eJ 1 wt(y)=i, where 2,<i<kj, 
E= {(y,e,+e,) 1 wt(y)=i, where 2<i<k}. 
THEOREM 2. Ifm>k>l,andma3, thesetS=AuBvCvDvEisa 
maximal sum-free set in V(k + m) of cardinality 2”-’ + 2k+ ’ - 3. (If k = 1 
then D and E are empty and )SI = 2”-’ + 1.) 
Proof: To show that S is sum-free requires the examination of 15 cases: 
(i) = 10 of these cases come from choosing a pair of elements in S, each 
element of the pair from only one of the five different sets A, B, C, D, E. 
The other five cases come from choosing a pair of distinct elements both 
of which lie in the same set. Most of the cases are routine. We examine a 
couple of the less obvious cases: 
Suppose b= (y, 0)~ B and d= (y’, ei)E D. Then wt(y)= 1 and 
wt(y’) = ia2. Then b+ d= (y + y’, ej). Clearly for this to be in S we 
must have y + y’= 0 or wt(y + y’) = i. But it is also obvious that 
wt(y+y’)=i-1 or i+l. Soneither oftheseispossibleandb+d$S. 
Supposed=(y,ei)EDande=(y’,ei+e,)EE.Thenwt(y)=i~2and 
wt( y’) =j > 2. This case splits into two subcases: (1) i =j and (2) i #j. If 
i=jthend+e=(y+y’,e,).ThiscanonlybeinSify+y’hasweightone. 
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But since y and y’ have the same weight their sum must have even weight. 
SO d+e#S. On the other hand, if i#j, then d+e=(y+y’, e,+ej+e,) 
and this cannot be in S, since ei, ej, and e, are linearly independent. 
To show that S is maximal it suffices, by Lemma 1, to show that 
V(k + m) = Su (S + S). The proof divides naturally into three cases: 
I. y = 0; II. wt( y) = 1; and III. wt(y) = i 2 2. Case I has four subcases: 
(a) z=O; (b) z is even and non-zero; (c) z=e,; and (d) z is odd but not 
equal to e,. c 
We prove only case I(b): If z=e, +e,, then u= (0, e, +e, +e,)+ 
(0, e,)EA +A c S+ S. On the other hand, if z#e, +e,, then z+e, #e, 
and is odd then u=(O,z+e,)+(O,e,)EA+AcS+S. 
Cases II and III are similar. For example, case III has four subcases: 
(a) z odd and z fe,; (b) z =e,; (c) z = e, + e,; (d) z even and z # e, + ei. 
We prove only case III(d): u = (y, z), where wt(y) = i k 2. Then, since z 
is even, z + ei is odd and, since z # e, + ei, z + ei # e,, hence u = (y, ei) + 
(0, z + ei) E D + A c S + S. The other cases are similar or easier and are left 
to the reader. 
COROLLARY 4. The msf sets S in V(n), n 2 4, obtained by the above 
theorem have cardinalities 
2"-"+2"-3 for s = 2, 3, . . . . [n/2]. (1) 
The smallest value of (1) is attained when s= [n/2], in which case we get 
msf sets of cardinalities: 
2 .2"/2 - 3 when n is even, (2) 
3 .2cm - 3 when n is odd. (3) 
Applying Corollary 2 to Corollary 4, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 5. Zf n>4, O<t<n-4, and2<s<[(n-t)/2], there is a 
msf set S in V(n) with ISI=2”-“+2”+‘-3x2’. 
THEOREM 3. Zf S is a maximal sum-free subset of V(n), then 
ISI 2 (J5-z 1)/2. (4) 
ProoJ: Let m= ISI. By Lemma 1, V(n)\S=S+S, so lS+SI =2”-m. 
Ontheotherhand,S+S=(Ofu{s+t:s,t~Sands#t}.Itfollowsthat 
IS+ SI < 1 + (y), and, hence, 2” - m < 1 + m(m - 1)/2. Solving this 
inequality for m yields the bound. 
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TABLE I 
Lower Bounds from Theorem 3 
Compared with Smallest Known msf Sets 
n L(n) M(n) 
4 5 5 
5 8 9 
6 11 13 
I 16 21 
8 23 29 
9 32 45 
10 45 61 
Let L(n) denote the lower bound (4) on msf sets in V(n) and let M(n) 
denote the values (2) and (3) for the msf sets I’(n) described in Theorem 2. 
We have 
L(n) z Jz x 2”12, 
M(n) x 2 x 2”12 if n is even, 
M(n) z 3 . 2c”‘21 if n is odd. 
Table I gives values of L(n) and M(n) for 4 <n $10. For n = 4, 5, and 6, 
M(n) is the true lower bound for the cardinalities of msf sets in V(n). Our 
computer searches discussed in the next section have not found a msf set 
in V(n) of size less than M(n). 
4. COMPUTER SEARCH FOR MAXIMAL SUM-FREE SETS 
We say that sum-free sets S and s’ in V(n) are equivalent if there is an 
automorphism of the vector space V(n) which takes S to S’. It is easy to 
see that the image of a (maximal) sum-free set under an automorphism is 
a (maximal) sum-free set. Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem 1, any msf 
set is equivalent to one containing the standard basis. To determine the 
equivalence classes of msf sets in V(n) we may thus restrict ourselves to 
considering those containing the standard basis. We represent the elements 
of I’(n) as column vectors. Then we see that S is equivalent to S’ if and 
only if there is a non-singular n x n matrix M over GF(2) such that MS = S’. 
Since S contains the standard basis e,, e2, . . . . e,, for each i = 1,2, . . . . n, we 
have Mei E S’. That is, each column of M occurs in S’. Our algorithm for 
determining equivalence classes of msf sets uses this observation to reduce 
the number of candidate transformation matrices M. 
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For n < 5 we have verified by exhaustive computer search that all msf 
sets of a given size are equivalent. 
For the case n = 6, the possible cardinalities, namely, 13, 17, 18, 20, and 
32, were found previously by Kettoola and Roberts [6] by exhaustive 
computer search. Our program has verified their result. Moreover, for 
n = 6, msf sets of all possible cardinalities may be constructed using 
Theorem 2. For msf sets of sizes 13, 18, 20, and 32, random sampling has 
found only one equivalence class for each size. However, we found four 
inequivalent msf sets of size 17, two of which may be constructed using 
Theorem 2 with parameters k = 1, m = 5 and k = 3, m = 3, respectively. 
We also conducted a computer-based search, for larger n, for the 
possible sizes of msf set in V(n). We found that the relatively few sizes 
occuring for n < 6 is not representative of the general situation. Table II 
lists cardinalities found for msf sets. For n > 8, it is very likely that there are 
additional cardinalities not revealed by our searches. Observe the long 
intervals of sizes: 33-63, 45-127, and 87-248 found for n = 8,9, and 10. 
Table III shows the cardinalities of msf sets given by Corollary 5. Two 
separate strategies were used to find different-sized msf sets in V(n) for 
na 7, Both started by including the standard basis and an even weight 
vector in a candidate set. One algorithm then added at each stage a vector 
chosen randomly from those vectors remaining that were not a sum of two 
vectors in the candidate set. The other algorithm added that vector whose 
inclusion would eliminate as many other vectors as possible from 
consideration. If there were several vectors that blocked the same number 
of other vectors, one was chased at random. 
This second “stingy” strategy was designed to produce small msf sets and 
it did generate smaller sets on average than the other strategy. For 
TABLE II 
Results of Computer Searches for msf Sets 
n Sizes of msf sets in V{n) 
Number of 
different sizes 
2 2 1 
3 4 1 
4 5.8 2 
5 9, IO, 16 3 
6 13, 17, 18,20,32 5 
7 21,24-29, 31,33,34,36,40,64 13 
8 29, 30, 3363.65, 66, 68, 72, 80, 128 39 
9 45-127,129,130, 132,136,144,160,256 90 
10 61,7%33,85,87-248,250,252,254,257,258,260,264,272,288,320,512 185 
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TABLE III 
Cardinalities of msf Sets Obtained from Corollary 5 
n Sizes of msf sets in V(n) 
Number of 
different sizes 
4 $8 2 
5 9, 10, 16 3 
6 13, 17, 18,20, 32 5 
7 21, 26, 33, 34, 36,40, 64 7 
8 29, 37, 42, 52,65, 66, 68, 72, 80, 128 10 
9 45,58,69,74,84,104,129,130,132,136,144,160,256 13 
10 61,77,90,116,133,138, 148,168,208,257,258,260,264,272,288,320,512 17 
4 <n < 7 it produced the smallest msf sets known to us, but for n 2 8 it 
sometimes did not produce a set as small as the sets obtained using the 
2”-” + 2” - 3 construction of Section 3. 
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